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By using the data collected by the cluster intelligent and complex optimization of the power system equipment, the cluster
intelligent and complex optimization algorithms are introduced into the CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance of
power system equipment (CAD-IOMPSE). Based on this, the CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance graph of power
system equipment is used to apply the cluster intelligent complex data contained in the quality inspection of the different types of
data obtained to restrict the relationship between different entities for the value of knowledge contained in the collected power
data in the operation process and control stage of the power system. According to the types of equipment with problems in the
operation of power system, the defects and problems are quickly diagnosed to quickly locate the problems and give solutions.
Finally, the results of example analysis show that compared with the traditional naming entity recognition algorithm, BiLSTM-
softmax and Seq2Seq-Attention model, the algorithm in this study is better than the traditional algorithm in the three evaluation
index values of accuracy, recall, and F1 value.

1. Introduction

In the CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance of
power system equipment, a lot of data analysis that can
reflect the operation of power system equipment has been
accumulated [1, 2]. -is data can show the historical
problems and the corresponding solutions of power system
equipment. For a long time, the analysis of data has not been
used effectively and is usually stored in the data system [3, 4].
In addition, due to the defects of the power system
equipment functions, the relative complexity of operating
conditions, the professional knowledge, and the long-term
accumulated experience of maintenance personnel are
needed in the process of dealing with power system
equipment problems to a certain extent [5, 6]. If the his-
torical failures can be processed and used using the cluster
intelligent and complex optimization algorithms and the

processing case analysis results are stored in the data plat-
form, the power system equipment maintenance case pro-
cessing database can be constructed, which is convenient for
maintenance personnel in different areas, real-time query,
learning, and experience reference to better exchange and
share experiences with each other, and then can quickly deal
with faults. -e historical cases are analyzed that can be used
for reference, which will help new maintenance personnel
quickly mastering the operation and maintenance of power
system equipment and quickly improving the maintenance
level of maintenance personnel, which is of great significance
for the effective diagnosis of power system equipment in the
later period [7–9].

According to the above analysis, in order to effectively
solve the problems in the CAD-aided intelligent operation
and maintenance process of power system equipment,
combined with data mining algorithms, the CAD-aided
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intelligent operation and maintenance of power system
equipment is performed effectively in combination with the
two-way long and short time network and random condi-
tions. -rough constructing the knowledge graph ontology
model of electrical power system, AD-aided intelligent
operation and maintenance processing technology is used in
power system equipment failures, and finally, the feasibility
and effectiveness of the algorithm are verified in this study
through an example analysis.

2. CAD-Aided Intelligent Operation and
Maintenance of Power System Equipment

According to the mathematical model of the power system
(see Figure 1), without considering the influence of the
transient adjustment process, the steady-state equation can
be obtained as

Ufd � Ka Kh Uhref − Uh  + Kt Utref − Ut  , (1)

Eq � Ut + IqXq, (2)

Ut − Uh ≈ IpRT + IqXT, (3)

Efd � Td0′
d

dt
Eq
′ + Eq, (4)

Efd �
Xad

Rfd

Ufd � kUfd, (5)

where Ufd is the generator excitation voltage, Eq is the
electromotive potential in the generator, Efd is the generator
potential corresponding to excitation voltage, Td0′ is the time
constant of generator stator open-circuit excitation winding,
Ka is the AVR steady-state gain, Ip and Iq are the active and
reactive current of the generator, RT and XT are the re-
sistance and reactance of the step-up transformer,
K � Xad/Rfd is a constant, and Kt and Kh are the magni-
fication factor.

To simplify the derivation process of formulas (1)–(5),
assuming the resistance of the step-up transformer, RT � 0,
we have

Ut �
KKa KtUtref + KhUhref 

1+ KKaKt + KKaKh( 
− Iq

Xq − KKaKhXT

1+ KKaKt + KKaKh( 
.

(6)

According to the definition of difference adjustment,

Ut � Ut0 − Iq D0 + DPSVR( , (7)

where Ut0 is the no-load voltage of the generator and D0 and
DPSVR are the additional difference adjustment generated by
natural difference adjustment of the generator and the power
system.

From equations (6) and (7),

DPSVR � −
KKaKhXT

1 + KKaKt + KKaKh( 
. (8)

According to equation (8), it can be seen that the
additional difference adjustment generated by the power
system has the effect of negative difference adjustment. -e
additional adjustment coefficient produced by the power
system is positively correlated with the magnification factor
Kh of power system.-e greater Kh, the greater the absolute
value of the additional difference adjustment coefficient,
but it will not be greater than the reactance of the
transformer.

3. CAD-Aided Intelligent Operation and
Maintenance Platform for
Equipment Deficiency

Aiming at the mining and application of CAD-aided in-
telligent operation and maintenance of power system
equipment, a CAD-aided intelligent operation and main-
tenance platform for equipment functional defects is con-
structed based on the CAD-aided intelligent operation and
maintenance model and knowledge graph of power system
equipment [10–13]. Its architecture is shown in Figure 2,
including data layer, ontology layer, business layer, and
application layer. Among them, the data layer is based on the
historical CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance
data of the equipment, and the named entity recognition
NER (Named Entity Recognition) model is introduced to
complete the information extraction, thereby providing data
support for the next step of building the knowledge graph;
the establishment of the relationship between entities is
performed by the ontology layer based on the Protege on-
tology l construction tool, to establish the equipment CAD-
aided intelligent operation and maintenance graph ontology
model; the business layer is based on the ontology model
constructed by the ontology layer and the data provided by
the data layer and provides information query and knowl-
edge reasoning services for functional defects of equipment
to support the intelligent diagnosis and decision-making
functions of the application layer.
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Figure 1: -e mathematical model of the power system control
system.
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3.1. NER. When dealing with CAD-aided intelligent oper-
ation and maintenance data such as “causes and processing
conditions” in the data layer, the CAD-IOMPSE algorithm is
introduced in NER in this study. NER is an important task in
information extraction and information retrieval, to locate
the boundaries of named entities in the text and classify
them into predefined sets [14, 15]. At present, NER methods
are mainly divided into two categories: methods based on
rules, dictionaries, and online knowledge bases and methods
based on intelligent algorithms. In recent years, deep
learning technology has been widely used in various natural
language processing tasks. Compared with the traditional
NER model, the NER method based on deep learning does
not require manual design of rules or features and can be
used to extract easily implicit semantic features from the
original input text.

“Defect phenomenon” is taken as an example in this
study. Although some phrases that characterize “defect
phenomenon” are not a noun or nominal phrase and do not
conform to the conventional entity definition, in terms of the
task concerned for instance and in the text data of the
“running light is off, it works normally after restarting,” the
“running light is off” is extracted, which conforms to the
basic input/output characteristics of the NER model, and in
the obtained CAD-aided intelligent operation and

maintenance data, the “defect phenomenon” can be a
generalized with certain subsequence in the original text (or
multiple subsequences, which can be regarded as multiple
entities). -erefore, the extraction of “defect phenomenon”
information from CAD-aided intelligent operation and
maintenance can be regarded as a NER task, and the CAD-
IOMPSE algorithmic model used for the NER model in the
deep learning in accordance with the “defect phenomenon,”
and the information is extracted.

3.2.KnowledgeGraph. -e knowledge graph is a knowledge
base established by Google to support its semantic search,
including entities, concepts, and complex semantic rela-
tionships between them. After completing the data align-
ment work, rich semantic relationships are contained in
various types of data. For example, “defect” is a component
of “defective equipment” and “defect phenomenon” is a
specific manifestation of defects in “defective equipment”.
-e traditional way of data storage and management is to
store data in a database in the form of tables so that the
semantic relationship between the data is easily lost, and
the application of data knowledge and value is hindered.
Taking into account the technical advantages of knowledge
graphs, the CAD-aided intelligent operation and
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Figure 2: CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance platform for equipment functional defects.
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maintenance graph of power system equipment is con-
structed in this study.

At present, knowledge graphs are mainly divided into
two categories: (1) general domain knowledge graphs for the
general public, such as the NELL (Never-Ending Language
Learner) system built by Carnegie Mellon University and
CN_DBPedia developed by Fudan University and (2) ver-
tical industry-oriented knowledge graph of professional
fields, such as “BaiduMedical Brain” in the medical field and
“JD Brain” in the e-commerce field.

However, there is still a lack of relevant research and
discussion on knowledge graphs oriented at power system
equipment. An industry-type knowledge graph is established
for power system equipment, which can integrate the rich
cluster intelligence and complex information between var-
ious types of data into the relationship constraints between
various entities in the knowledge graph and can set specific
path constraint conditions to in-depth mine and apply the
data in various application scenarios. -e established
knowledge graph is applied to two specific business sce-
narios of equipment functional defects’ CAD-aided intelli-
gent operation and maintenance in this study.

4. Extraction of Information Based on
CAD-Aided Intelligent Operation and
Maintenance Model of Power
System Equipment

Intelligent and complex optimization algorithms for power
system equipment clusters are filled in by first-line operation
and maintenance personnel. It is inevitable that professional
terminology is expressed with colloquialism and does not
conform to conventional grammar, which increases the
complexity of text data and the difficulty of mining its
potential knowledge and value. -e main task of the data
layer is to extract and standardize the above data, so as to
provide a data foundation for the construction of the sub-
sequent knowledge graph. Among them, as described in
Section 1, the three types of data “defective equipment,”
“defect,” and “defect cause” are relatively regular nominal
phrases, which can be used as input data for subsequent
construction of the knowledge graph model after simple
processing. Regarding the two types of defect information,
“defect phenomenon” and “solution measures,” it is stored
in the power system in the form of short text data, such as
“error in circuit breaker failure protection device
(LFP-923A) self-inspection; OP light goes out. After the
maintenance personnel went to the site to check and the
power plug-in is replaced, the protection device returned to
normal.” -ese text data include the defect phenomenon
after a specific defect occurred and the corresponding so-
lutions, but because it is unstructured text data, it needs to be
based on natural language processing technology for ex-
traction of information in order to obtain a relatively short,
standardized description.

-erefore, the “defect phenomena” will be extracted
from CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance as

NER tasks, and the CAD-IOMPSE algorithm (the “solution
measures” can be dealt with in the same way, so I would not
say more than is needed) will be introduced. First, the BIO
(Begin-Inside-Outside) annotation method is used for data
labeling, where B represents the beginning of the “defect
phenomenon” sequence, 1 represents the character belongs
to the “defect phenomenon” sequence, and 0 represents the
character does not belong to the “defect phenomenon”
sequence. -en, the model is trained and tested based on the
CAD-IOMPSE algorithm, and the “defect phenomenon”
information is extracted from the CAD-aided intelligent
operation and maintenance.

-e CAD-IOMPSE-based NER model is currently a
widely used algorithm model in the NER field. -e CAD-
aided intelligent operation andmaintenance model of power
system equipment can be used for performing tasks through
combination with the bidirectional long-short termmemory
(BiLSTM) network to extract text features and the advan-
tages of CRF processing sequence labeling tasks.

Among them, the long-short term memory (LSTM)
network model is a variant of the recurrent neural network
(RNN). -e LSTM network model has a special structure
including oblivion gates, input gates, and output gates,
which can solve the problem of gradient explosion/gradient
disappearance in long sequences that cannot be solved by
traditional RNN models. -e calculation formula of each
state quantity is shown as

ft � σ Wf ht−1; xt  + bf 

it � σ Wi ht−1; xt  + bi( 

ot � σ Wo ht−1; xt  + bo( 

st � tanh Ws ht−1; xt  + bs( 

st � ft ⊙ st−1 + it ⊙ st

ht � ot ⊙ tanh st( 

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (9)

where σ(·) and tanh(·) are the activation functions, ht, st and
ht−1, st−1 are the unit state and hidden state output at the
current time t and t− 1, respectively, xt are the input at the
current time t, ft and ot are the state of the oblivion gate and
output gate at the current time t, respectively, it and st are the
state of input gate at the time of t,Wf,Wi,Wo,Ws and bf, bi,
bo, bs are the corresponding matrix weights and bias terms,
respectively, and ⊙ represent the element multiplication by
bit.

A two-way architecture is used by the BiLSTM network
model based on the LSTM network model, making the
model be in two-way coding sequences more flexibly. Such a
model architecture is more suitable for natural language
features, and context feature learning can be performed,
thereby improving the performance of natural language
processing tasks.

-e CRF model is used to predict the conditional dis-
tribution P(Y | X) of output random variable
Y � Y1, Y2, · · · , Yn , on the premises of solving the problem
of the given input random variable X � X1, X2, · · · , Xn .
-e linear chain CRF is mainly used for sequence labeling
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tasks. -e model considers the constraint relationship of the
label Yi corresponding to Xi and the context label and has
achieved good results.

-e CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance
model architecture of power system equipment is shown in
Figure 3. It is mainly composed of input layer, distributed
presentation layer, BiLSTM network layer (encoder), CRF
layer (decoder), and output layer. In the distributed pre-
sentation layer, since the deep learning model cannot accept
nonnumerical data as input, the input sentence needs to be
expressed as a set of vectors. In the BiLSTM network layer
and CRF layer, the feature extraction of the original data is
completed, and the target sequence is finally obtained by
output.

5. Construction and Knowledge Application of
CAD-Aided Intelligent Operation and
Maintenance Graph of Power
System Equipment

Based on the general construction process of the current
knowledge graph, combined with the needs of actual appli-
cations, the CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance
graphs are constructed and applied in the ontology layer,
business layer, and application layer, as shown in Figure 4.

5.1. Ontology Layer. Ontology is the abstract concept of
knowledge graph database. Protege ontology construction
tool is used to build the ontology model of equipment
knowledge graph, as shown in Figure 4.

According to the regular data and application require-
ments of the data layer, it can be determined that the entity
category includes 5 core entities of defective equipment,
defect phenomenon, defect cause, and defect location so-
lution measures, as well as 3 related entities of defect degree,
protection withdrawal, and protection category. Further-
more, the relationship between defining entities is composed
of appearance, reason, diagnosis, measure, level, whether to
withdraw, and category.

5.2. Business Layer. Based on the ontology model con-
structed by the ontology layer, combined with the regular
data of the data layer, the business layer fills in specific
entities, attributes, and relationships. Based on the ontology
model shown in Figure 3, combined with the regular
CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance data in
Section 3, the ontology model is instantiated.-e knowledge
subgraphs of the protection device ontology and the safety
automatic device are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
Among them, in view of the differences and independence
between different devices when dealing with device defects, a
relatively independent subgraph is established for each
device in this study; otherwise, the many-many complex
mapping relation will exist between defect phenomenon,
defect location, and other entities and attributes, which will
lead to the recommendation of the defect location, defect
cause, and solution for a certain device to another device as

the result of CAD-aided intelligent operation and mainte-
nance. Subgraphs are established for various types of
equipment, which greatly reduces the structural complexity
of the knowledge graph and improves the retrieval and
reasoning capabilities of the model in the implementation of
subsequent business functions. In addition, the dotted lines
between the entities in Figures 2 and 3 mean the possible
corresponding relationships between the two types of en-
tities, which need to be determined based on actual data.

5.3. Application Layer. In the application layer, the open
source web application framework Django is chosen as the
front-end page development framework in this study, in-
tegrating the CAD-aided intelligent operation and main-
tenance model of trained power system equipment and the
established knowledge graph in the framework, to build the
CAD-aided intelligence operation and maintenance plat-
form of equipment functional defects. -e platform rea-
soning process is shown in Figure 5. Based on this platform,
when a new defect occurs, the defect equi-
pment + phenomenon description are entered, to first enter
CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance model of
the power system equipment to complete the defect phe-
nomenon information extraction and then return to the
defect location corresponding to the same defect phenom-
enon and the defect cause corresponding to the same defect
phenomenon occurred to equipment in the historical data
through knowledge reasoning in combination with
knowledge graph, to complete intelligent diagnostic func-
tion; furthermore, based on historical data, reasonable so-
lutions are recommended to complete the auxiliary decision-
making function. During practical applications, the 5 most
frequently occurring diagnosis and decision options will be
returned to in historical data for operation and maintenance
personnel to choose.

When deploying the platform to the actual application of
a provincial power grid, the following two specific special
situations are also considered by this platform.

(1) After entering the description of the phenomenon,
the corresponding case cannot be found in the defect
phenomenon obtained through entity recognition in
combination with defect equipment, such as
“monitoring notification, xx changed xx line rcs-
931bm protection to send out the channel interrupt
signal and then revert voluntarily at xx: Xx. After
resetting, measurement protection backboard and
the photoelectric conversion device’s transceiver
level are both within the qualified range.” -e result
obtained through entity identification is “channel
interruption signal” and the “channel interruption”
in the case library. In this case, the vectorized ex-
pression of each entity is completed based on
word2vec technology, and the cosine similarity be-
tween the phenomenon and each entity is computed
to find the most similar defect phenomenon and
recommend the defect cause, defect location, and
solution corresponding to the phenomenon. For
example, by calculating the cosine similarity between
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the “channel interruption signal” and each entity, the
most similar phenomenon, “channel interruption,”
is obtained; the corresponding defect reason and
rejected region and solution are recommended when
the channel interruption occurs to protective device.

(2) In actual situations, the abnormalities may exist in
several parts of the equipment, that is, there may
be multiple entities that need to be identified in
the description of the phenomenon mentioned in
Section 2. -e specific data are shown. In this case,
when performing CAD-aided intelligent opera-
tion and maintenance, the corresponding infor-
mation will be recommended based on “Defective

Equipment” and “Defect Phenomenon 1” and
“Defective Equipment” and “Defect Phenomenon
2,” respectively.

6. Example Analysis

Based on the functional defect processing text accumu-
lated by the power company in many provinces in the
operation and maintenance of equipment in the past ten
years, after data cleaning, 7200 historical data are obtained,
and the information extraction model of defect phe-
nomenon of power system equipment based on the CAD-
aided intelligent operation and maintenance model of

O O O O O O O O O O OBIIIIIOutput layer

Feature
extraction

Text
vectorization

Output layer

BilSTM network
layer

Distributed
presentation layer

5063 switch terminal protection trip light cannot be resetInput layer

Figure 3: CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance model architecture of power system equipment.
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power system equipment is built. -e above data are di-
vided into the training set and the test set at a ratio of 8 : 2
to perform model training and testing, respectively; based
on the above data, a CAD-aided intelligent operation and
maintenance graph of power system equipment is con-
structed to establish a power system based equipment
CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance model
and knowledge graph of power system equipment func-
tional defects’ CAD-aided intelligent operation and
maintenance platform.

In order to extract defect phenomenon information in
the intelligent and complex optimization algorithm of
equipment clusters, an information extraction model based
on CAD-IOMPSE is constructed in this study. -e related
hyperparameter settings of the CAD-aided intelligent op-
eration and maintenance model of power system equipment
and the control group are shown in Table 1. In Table 1, λ is
the L2 regularization coefficient, Optimizer is the model-
solving optimizer (Adam is the adaptive moment estimation
algorithm and SGD is the stochastic gradient descent al-
gorithm), NHidden_dim is the number of hidden layer units of
the BiLSTM network, NEpoch is the number of training
rounds, NBatch_size is the number of trained samples in each
batch, cLearning_rate is the model learning rate, NEmbedding_dim
is the vector dimension of the distributed representation
layer that converts words into numerical vectors, and
cDropout is the random discard rate of neurons in the model.
-e above parameters all affect the final effect of the model at
different levels.

-ree indicators (precision rate P, recall rate R, and F1
value) shown in formulas (2)–(4) are selected to evaluate
the performance of the model in this paper. -e perfor-
mance results of the four control models are shown in
Table 2:

P �
TP

TP + FP

TP, (10)

R �
TP

TP + FN

, (11)

F1 �
2PR

P + R
, (12)

where TP is the number of samples in which the model
correctly recognizes the defect phenomenon, FP is the
number of samples that can identify the defect phenomenon
but is inconsistent with the label, and FN is the number of
samples that should be able to identify the defect phe-
nomenon but not.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the model performance
of control group 1 is better than the other three control
group models in the three evaluation indicators. Among
them, compared with control group 1, control group 2
increases A by 10 times, and control group 3 sets A to 0, that
is, there is no regularization term in the loss function.
-rough calculation, after the model training ends, the
model loss function value of control group 2 stabilizes at
around 1.36, and the model loss function value of control
group 3 stabilizes at around 0.45. Combining the results
shown in Table 2, it can be seen that the model of control
group 2 is under-fitting. Control group 3 model is over-
fitting. Compared with control group 1, control group 4
changed the solution optimizer from Adam to SGD. -e
results shown in Table 2 show that Adam’s solution results
are better. According to the results of the above model
parameter tuning process, the optimal parameters are se-
lected finally as the corresponding parameter of control
group 1 in this study.

Business needs: intelligent diagnosis + aid in decision making
Query conditions: defective equipment + phenomenon description

Defective device

Search

Calculate entity similarityIs there a corresponding
defect phenomemon?

Return to corresponding defect information and solutions

Power system secondary eqipment
Knowledge graph subgraph Standardized defect phenomenon

BiLSTM _ CRF

Y

N

Figure 5: Platform reasoning process.
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Comparing the accuracy rate, recall rate, and F1 value
evaluation indicator of the Seq2Seq-Attention model in the
test set of the power system equipment CAD-aided intel-
ligent operation and maintenance model (control group 1)
proposed in this study with the traditional CRF algorithm,
BiLSTM-softmax, and natural language generation model,
the results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the CAD-aided intel-
ligent operation and maintenance model of power system
equipment proposed in this paper is superior to CRF,
BiLSTM-softmax, and Seq2Seq-Attention model in terms of
accuracy (87.12%), recall rate (86.46%), and F1 value
(0.8679). In addition, when using the CRF algorithm to
identify and extract the three types of entities in the power
service question and answer corpus data, location, fault, and
solution, an accuracy rate of more than 90% is achieved.
However, as mentioned in Section 2, the defect phenomenon
extracted in this study is not a typical named entity, but a
more complex phrase type text, which is more difficult to be
extracted. -erefore, the accuracy of the model in this study
is lower than that in [10]. In fact, in the comparison model of
this study, the CRF model proposed is considered. -e test
accuracy of this model in the dataset used in this study is
only 70.01%, which also verifies the superiority of CAD-
aided intelligent operation and maintenance of power sys-
tem equipment.

-e left and middle images of Figure 6 show the per-
formance comparison between CAD-IOMPSE and tradi-
tional GA. -e best solution includes a new cable
connection, the placement of a new NOP, the repositioning
of two existing NOPs, and the upgrade of a cable. -e graph
on the right shows the related cash flow (CF) and the CF
generated by the transformer expansion program.

-e knowledge subgraphs of the protection device
ontology and the safety automatic device are shown in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively. In addition, the dotted lines
between the entities in Figures 7 and 8 mean the possible

corresponding relationships between the two types of
entities, which need to be determined based on actual
data.

Application layer: in the application layer, the open
source web application framework Django is chosen as the
front-end page development framework in this study, in-
tegrating the CAD-aided intelligent operation and main-
tenance model of trained power system equipment and the
established knowledge graph in the framework, to build the
CAD-aided intelligence operation and maintenance plat-
form of equipment functional defects. -e platform rea-
soning process is shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen that, by using less topology evaluation,
CAD-IOMPSE is faster than GA in solving (close to) the best
solution. In order to get close to the results obtained by
CAD-IOMPSE, traditional GA requires more adaptive
evaluation (i.e., longer calculation time, because adaptive
evaluation dominates other operations at runtime) and a
larger overall scale, which is too troublesome and cannot be
handled neatly. It is also interesting that when comparing
the standard deviations of the results obtained by the two
algorithms, the performance of CAD-IOMPSE is more re-
liable than traditional GA. Under the same population size,
the results of GA will fluctuate in a larger range, which may
be due to premature convergence to the local optimal value
in some operations.

In the case of solving variant B, both algorithms can
find the optimal solution by using very little adaptive
evaluation, and the optimal solutions of variants A and B

Table 1: Model hyperparameter settings.

Hyperparameter
Value

Control group 1 Control group 2 Control group 3 Control group 4
Λ 0.0001 0.001 0 0.0001
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam SGD
NHidden_dim 400 400 400 400
NEpoch 40 40 40 40
NBatch_size 35 35 35 35
cLearning_rate 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
NEmbedding_dim 200 200 200 200
cDropout 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Table 2: Model performance of the control group.

Control group
Veracity (%) Recall rate F1 value

Training set Test set Training set Test set Training set Test set
1 90.06 87.14 90.4 86.48 0.9221 0.8879
2 83.82 81.65 85.97 82.73 0.8686 0.8417
3 91.62 84.83 91.83 84.59 0.9271 0.857
4 44.62 48.42 23.74 6.86 0.3297 0.1399

Table 3: Test performance comparison of different models.

Model Veracity (%) Recall rate F1 value
CRF 70.02 70.43 0.7142
BiLSTM-softmax 78.73 71.9 0.7714
Seq2Seq-Attention 71.63 — —
CAD-IOMPSE 87.13 86.47 0.8779
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are both very simple (that is, only need to satisfy all
constraints). -is may indicate that the immediate
problem instance is actually easy. It may be a difficult
problem in general, but in this particular case, especially
when considering radial constraints and setting a maxi-
mum number of new connections from the substation, it

is easy to be solved. Generally, it is beneficial to solve the
problem by reducing the search space and adding con-
straints to prevent the optimization algorithm from
considering unnecessary solutions so that we can effec-
tively solve larger problem instances. However, the im-
mediate problem instance may belong to the complexity
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category. For these complexity categories, evolutionary
algorithms are usually not the most suitable optimization
program. Considering the simplicity of the best solution, a
simpler algorithm (such as mountain climbing from the
existing network topology) is sufficient to solve the
problem and can solve the problem more effectively.

7. Conclusions

-e CAD-aided intelligent operation and maintenance
model of power system equipment is built based on the
cluster intelligent complex optimization algorithm in this
study. From the perspective of three evaluation indicators of

Business needs: intelligent diagnosis + aid in decision making
Query conditions: defective equipment + phenomenon description

Defective device
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Calculate entity similarityIs there a corresponding
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Figure 9: Platform reasoning process.
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accuracy, recall, and F1 value, the algorithm proposed in this
study is compared with the traditional algorithm. Finally, the
experimental results show that the CAD-aided intelligent
operation and maintenance model of power system
equipment constructed in this study has improved evalua-
tion indicators, which can provide a theoretical basis for the
later power system knowledge graph and can also provide
basis for reading and standardized processing of power
system data information. It can effectively improve the
performance of CAD-aided intelligent operation and
maintenance of power system equipment to compare his-
torical data and ensure that the constructed model is more
intelligent andmore suitable for actual application scenarios.
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